KAYO HALLINAN, (above) himself an arm of the law, bounced back to put the finger on the long and wrong arm of law who clobbered him at SF State (story p.3)

FED UP with treatment illustrated by sign on Big Sur business (upper right) some Freemen are talking of Freedom Rides to the Sur (details p. 5)

HIZZONER the Mayor had a great trip in Golden Gate Park Saturday but the offer of a joint got under his collar. He just don’t dig it, he said (story p. 5)
VIETNAM COMMENCEMENT GOES OFF WITHOUT HITCH

CDU's Vietnam Commencement marks the final assignment of a student to a specific military unit.

BULLDOZER GOUGES AWAY A HAPPY DREAM

A bulldozer gouges a trench around the perimeter of the CDU's Vietnam Commencement.

CALL OFF PROTEST

The International Day of Black Solidarity is called off.
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